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Geopolitical Risks in the Middle East –
A Function of Trends
The unprecedented levels of violence and political unrest witnessed across the Middle East present
significant implications for investors, commercial entities, and supply chain operations.
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TERRORIST VIOLENCE
AND RISKS
Since 9/11, the West has fought four wars
across the greater Middle East and South
Asia.2 Throughout this period, there have
been varying levels of success against al-
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cannot be ignored. The increase of active
shooter attacks, from Charlie Hebdo to
the Lindt Café hostage situation in
Australia, reflects the distributed nature
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However, the emergence of this attack
profile belies the rising risk from largescale attack risk in the West by the
Islamic State and its affiliated actors.

INCREASING REGIONAL
VIOLENCE
The situation in the Middle East today is
unprecedented – not the least because
of the significant terrorism threat.
However the threat to global investors
by terrorism is far outweighed by the
threat posed by the multiple civil wars in
progress throughout the region. The
impact of these interlinked civil wars
creates contagion risks that could
potentially fuel new interstate conflicts and
induce widespread economic volatility.
The broader these conflicts become,
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confessional and sectarian balance.
Moreover, this is not a short-term
problem. Indeed, even were the Syrian
conflict to end tomorrow, a large
percentage of the refugees would likely
remain in place continuing to drain
already scarce resources from states
struggling with a myriad of social and
economic problems.

CONCLUSION
The intersection of growing terrorist threat,
increasing volatility in the Middle East,
and growing refugee crises will further
strain already tenuous state infrastructures
that continue to struggle with restive
populations in the shadow of the failed
Arab Spring. While global businesses are
not strangers to uncertainty or volatility,
the very real risk of contagion necessitates
that businesses examine risk scenarios to
‘stress test’ their exposure and prepare
for sudden change. One only needs to
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